Neural adaptation to pulsatile acoustical stimulation in the cochlear nucleus of the rat.
This study, carried out in adult Long-Evans rats, was designed to investigate the adaptive properties of the cochlear nucleus to pulsatile acoustical stimuli. To achieve this purpose, near-field evoked potentials were picked up from the ventral cochlear nucleus in awake animals. Individual auditory thresholds were measured and responses to 250 ms trains of repetitive clicks with pulse rates ranging from 100 to 2000 pulses per second were collected. The amplitude of the first negative (N(1)) component of the evoked potentials to consecutive individual pulses in the train was measured by using a subtraction method. As expected, a rapid amplitude decrement of the responses in the train was obtained and a three phase adaptation was described. The decrease of individual N(1) component amplitude was fitted for each rate of stimulation with exponential decrease equations and time constants were calculated. Such an analysis allowed us to characterize three distinct adaptive processes which were discussed. The results were comparable to those obtained in previous studies in the auditory nerve and suggest that the adaptation recorded in the ventral cochlear nucleus by using near-field evoked potentials reflects the adaptive properties of auditory nerve fibers.